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Sunil D’Souza, Managing Director, Whirlpool of
India has over 25 years of experience working in
various leadership positions. Sunil D’Souza has
rich and diverse experience in General
Management, Strategy, Sales, Marketing and
Innovation in consumer
Indian,

driven industries with

international

and

multicultural

experience. He holds a Bachelors in Electronics
and

Communication

Engineering

from Pondicherry Engineering College and an
MBA from Indian Institute of Management,
Kolkata.
He joined Whirlpool from PepsiCo Inc. where his last assignment was in Malaysia as General
Manager for the VIMAPS Region - Vietnam, Cambodia, Myanmar, Laos, Malaysia, Singapore,
Indonesia, Brunei, Mongolia and Pacific Islands - which is one of the fastest growing business
units within PepsiCo globally. In his 15 years stint with PepsiCo, D’Souza has held various senior
management positions in Malaysia, Philippines and Vietnam. Prior to PepsiCo, Sunil has been
with Coca Cola.

After a long tenure with Pepsi, how has been your journey

leading Whirlpool in India?

Having started my career in India, I have worked with PepsiCo across
countries in South East Asia. The best part of working in PepsiCo for about 15
years was that you get used to handling complexity across countries &
cultures, product categories and business models. Moving back to India with
Whirlpool required me to adjust to 3 fundamental changes - Product, Culture
and Company.
From having handled food and beverages for most of my life, on the “Product” front, handling consumer durables was a
different kettle of fish, whether it was the high involvement consumer dynamics, concentrated channels, or the speed of
product changes. On the “Culture” front, the landscape in India is significantly different from what it was when I had last
worked here. Today most global products are available in India and the Indian consumer is in sync with the world. But the
easiest variable for me to adapt to was the “Company”. Whirlpool globally, and in India is extremely focused on people
and the organisation culture, and it was very easy to adapt to a team which was professional and welcoming.

The growth opportunities that India presents for discretionary spends as the economy grows are enormous. Whirlpool,
having built a strong business in India over the years is in a strong position to take advantage of this growth and therefore
I am looking forward to continuing the strong trajectory that we have had over the past few years.

We believe Whirlpool has grown remarkably in the last two years. Did your background of
FMCG help in driving this growth?
India is a focus market for Whirlpool globally and I would credit the business growth in the recent years to the strong
foundations of Whirlpool India. Consumer durables in India is a very competitive industry and my background in PepsiCo

which is an intensely competitive culture has definitely helped shape my outlook on how to win in the marketplace. I think
this coupled with the great team that we have in place in Whirlpool India has been key to driving business growth. We
have built very robust strategic plans and have a team which executes very well. Over the past few years, we have
rejigged the organisation across functions to make sure we are firmly focused on winning with consumer and customer
focus. We are flatter, nimble and faster. We have added capabilities that will be key to win in the future, including digital,
insights and ecommerce.

What have been some of your biggest challenges and
how did you overcome them?

When I joined Whirlpool, the biggest challenge was to ramp up my learning
curve and understand the changed parameters from my perspective. It was
about understanding the team and the business as quickly as possible, so I
could the contribute to shaping our destiny. At least in the initial period I

simply put my head down and absorbed as much information as quicklyas
I could, while making sure I upped the ante on my interpersonal skills to make sure that the team saw me as an individual
who could be trusted, to make sure their interests as individuals and the company’s interests would be taken care of. I
needed the team to see me as someone who adds value to the team and once that was achieved, the rest was relatively
smooth sailing.

What have been some of your key drivers for growth? What are some of your key focus areas
in the short and medium term?
Whirlpool is a very strong brand name in India in consumer durables. The key to leveraging this brand name has been to
expand our footprint, both on portfolio and in geography. While we were very strong in the middle - the mass premium
segment which we continue to strengthen, expanding both ends of the spectrum in the segments that we play in. The mass
and premium segments, as also expanding the categories that we play in is critical. We have launched products at the
premium end of refrigerators and washers and have expanded our play in adjacent categories, including front loading
washers, air conditioners, air & water purifiers, dishwashers,etc.

India is a low penetration market for durables and therefore
growth will come in from Tier 2 and Tier 3 towns and rural areas
And we have made sure that we are building our geographic
footprint and distribution reach to take advantage of this
growth as it happens. We now operate nearly 40 branch
locations versus about 22 a couple of years back, touching more
outlets, and more frequently than before.

Do you foresee some major changes in terms of
regulations or overall strategy of players in this sector?
Apart from the change in financial and legal landscape like GST, etc., which
impact every organisation, the consumer durable sector is also the focus of
the government, and rightly so on energy regulations. The government
has been steadily moving up the energy standards in the country in a bid
to ensure greater efficiency as the penetration for durables grows in India.
This means that we have to be more predictive about the changes in energy as we develop new products and therefore
adapt new technologies which could help drive efficiency at lower costs. All the players in the industry have been focused

on this and we see this trend continuing.

Disruptive technology, especially with IOT is a space which we need to keep a watch on. While it is still early days in this
space, in the future once players figure how to create great consumer value from IOT, which the consumer is willing to pay
for, this could be the long term disruptor. We are making sure we have products with IOT enabled so that as and when the
trend accelerates, we are in a strong position to take advantage.

What kind of an organization are you trying to build in India? How is Whirlpool different from

other players in the market?
At Whirlpool India, we are focused on building a winning organisation culture, an outwardly focused organisation where all
decisions are made with the consumer and customer in mind. Our strategic plans are rooted on insights and data, and we
have a very strong execution focus across all verticals and functions. We continuously look to launch new products or
improve our products leveraging new technology. But it is not “technology for technology sake”, it is very clearly to enhance
the daily lives of our consumers. While the product portfolio and continued focus on innovation speaks for itself, Whirlpool
in India is different from other organisations in terms of the culture of risk taking and accountability, speed of execution
(from idea to implementation) and operational, approachable leadership with a clear focus both on the topline and the
bottomline.

The Indian economy is now looking positive after an initial
slowdown. How do these phases impact your business in
India?

Consumer Durables, as opposed to consumer staples, fall in the
“Discretionary Spends” of the consumer. And therefore increase in per
capita incomes has a disproportionate impact on the growth trends in this
industry. A good GDP growth rate bodes well for our industry, since we
then fall into the sweet spot of consumer spends. The current forecasts of GDP growth about +7.5% bodes well for
continuing future demand and we remain bullish about our business in India.

Do you think the government is doing enough to make a significant impact on businesses like
yours or something more needs to be done?
As I have mentioned earlier, our industry falls in the discretionary spends space, and therefore GDP growth is a very critical
parameter for predicting demand in this industry. A government focused on economics & business and driving GDP
definitely adds to our confidence as we make our future plans. Penetration in India for appliances is quite low by global
standards and it is also skewed, with rural being severely underindexed. Therefore the whole thrust on rural infrastructure,
employment and electrification will definitely give an impetus to our business.

On the other hand, there are two big areas in my mind where the government could help the Industry. While consumer
durables like refrigerators and washers provide convenience to consumers and are an essential part of their daily lives, we

still fall in the top “luxury” tax brackets and therefore broad based affordability is still an issue. Also, while there is lot of
talk on the “Make in India” platform, I think there is a lot of opportunity for the government to simplify duty structures and
infrastructure to enable the growth for our industry.

In a price sensitive market like India, do you feel that it is
limiting for players like you to come up with innovations
and better services?

Many companies have stumbled in India by assuming that the Indian
consumer thinks linearly only on the price axis. To my mind, the Indian
consumer is a “value conscious“ consumer. The Indian evaluates every

product and purchase as a basket of the features, benefits and convenience
and the price at which this basket is available. The critical thing in my mind is that innovation is not just for the sake of
innovation. It has to be rooted in data and consumer insights. Some of our most successful products have come about as a
result of this… the 3 door Protton refrigerator or the Ice Magic with 12 hours cooling retention… since the consumer does
not mind paying the price for these innovations.

Does the Consumer Durable Industry face any significant people related challenges in terms of
talent availability, training & attrition? How does your company manage these challenges?
India is a fast growth market for companies across industries and therefore the war for talent will be always on in the
foreseeable future. All our best paid plans and strategies can come to nought if we do not get things right on the people
front. The key to winning is to make sure you have good strategies and a team which believes in those strategies and
executes well against them. At Whirlpool India, we need the execution focus of the FMCG space at the front end, and the
engineering, cost and efficiency of the Industrial space on the back end. To make sure we attract and retain talent, we are
immensely focussed on building a winning culture which is based on four principles. They are: Freedom to make choices;
early differentiated role; open and inclusive culture; and the spirit of winning. This has helped us in attracting and retaining

some of the best people in the industry.

What are your views on cross-hiring from other sectors?
What are the key aspects you look for in an individual
when hiring for leadership positions?

Keeping the grey cells constantly challenged and ticking is critical for any
growing business; and therefore fresh views and fresh ideas are a critical
ingredient for success. At Whirlpool India, we constantly look at the key

competencies for any position and then go out with a hiring mandatebasis
these competencies irrespective of industry. We have done this successfully and I would attribute this as one of our key
differentiators versus competition, whether it is putting in FMCG personnel into frontline sales roles, or looking at the
ecommerce space for online and digital roles.

When we recruit at the senior levels, we are acutely mindful that most people who have reached that stage would have
the requisite functional skills. And during the recruitment process, we check out individuals for the ability to remain
grounded, but think broad and think big. We look for individuals who are still hungry, willing to challenge the status quo to

build a better tomorrow, but at the same time with interpersonal skills and the ability to gel within the Whirlpool culture
and contribute to the team.

How do you feel the Search landscape need to evolve to suit the changing needs of clients?
With the war on talent being a daily reality, I think there is an opportunity for Search teams to up the ante on effective
partnering with organizations, working continuously and closely with them be in sync with the strategies, the cultural
nuances, and the functional & leadership skills required to succeed in theorganization.

And as a partner, then move with speed leveraging technology and prescreening and presenting candidates who are very
much a match on the requirements. I would believe that the Search partners are the brand ambassadors for the

organization, and at the end, they have a huge role to play in getting the right candidates excited about the organization.

Finally on an informal note, how does your average day
look like? What do you do when you are not at work?
I am an early riser and the gym is a daily feature in my early morning
routine. I like to be in office early so as to catch up on pending stuff and
backlogs, so that by the time the rest of my team is in office, we are
working on the way forward.

I travel quite a bit, since I am a firm believer in being at the frontline, whether in sales or manufacturing, to understand
what really is going on and help the team solve issues. When the senior team spends time at the frontline, it gives a lot of
confidence to the team about key decisions being rooted in reality and the whole company being involved in moving the
agenda forward.
Most of my free time is family time and we spend it
together. I like technology and tinkering with stuff
and am also an avid reader, both fact and fiction.

Executive Access India was setup in 1995 and is today one of the most prominent
global executive search firms in India. We cover 9 industry practices and have till date
executed more than 2200 search mandates at leadership levels. Our client list is a
healthy mix of Fortune 500 companies as well as most respected Indian corporates.
Although a firm with global capability and coverage we are still boutique at heart
because we understand the need to be nimble and innovative.

Our core strength is undoubtedly our knowledge base and a team of efficient and
experienced consultants with in-depth understanding of their chosen sectors. We
are the pioneers of the “Accountability Clause” in the Indian retained search industry
and we always strive to align our business model with the industry needs.
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